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MATHEMATICAL CRYSTALLOGRAPHY AND THE THEORY OF GROUPS

OF MOVEMENTS, by Hanolo Hrr,roN. Dover Publications, Inc., New York, 1963,

262-lxii pp., $2.00.

This work was originally published by Clarendon Press, Oxford, in 1903. It is essentially

a compilation and reorganization of the theory of crystallography which had been devel-

oped to that date and is based principally on the t'ork of Schoenflies. Thus, starting from

first principles, the point groups, translation groups and space groups are derived' as are

the theorems necessary for this process. The value of the exposition, as opposed to that

of most other terts on elementary crystallographl', lies in the basis of the analyses on

elementary group theory and in the fact that it is a derivation, rather than a presentation,

of results.
This book should be of interest only to specialists in crystallography' In addition, its

principle value lies in large part in its historical merits-that is, in presenting the state of

the art, at the time of first publication, rvhen only indirect evidence of its application to

crystal structure lvas available.
The presentation is too detailed in large part for classroom application, particularll '

since at least one textbook exists which is much more practical in this respect, as do other

expositions of group theory, including crystallographic applications.

The price is only $2.00, however, and although a paperback, this is one of the Dover

series and therefore of veri, higfu quality It should prove of interest to crystallographers, if

onl1, for its historical value.
DoNnro R. Precon

The Uniatrsill oJ Michigan

CRYSTALLOGRAPHIC DATA ON METAL AND ALLOY STRUCTURES, compiled

by A. Tavron AND BRENDA J. Keclr. Dover Publications, Inc , New York, 1963,

263 pp. ,  $2.25.

This is a compilation of crystallographic data as obtained from the ASTM Powder

Data File, Pearson's "Handbook of Lattice Spacings and Structures of Metals and AIloys,"

Structure Reports, Strukturberichte, and the Landolt Bornstein Tables. For each of the

approximately 3000 materials covered, data presented include, when available, the for-

mula (alphabetic listing), crystal system, structure type, ASTM data for the three most

intense powder lines, space group, lattice parameters and the number of formula weights

per cell. The compounds are divided into three sections entitled: 1. Alloys and Intermetallic

Compounds; 2. Borides, Carbides, Hydrides, Oxides and Nitrides; 3. Elements'

space limitations necessarily require that data be given for only single members of

solid solution series. This, and other shortcomings common to such compilations, require

that the data be used with care. Only a very few of the compounds presented are minerals,

but this certainly does not signilicantly detract from its usefulness to mineralogists. Other

compilations exist, some more comprehensive, for tvhich this volume should be a valuable

supplement, and the price for this paperback ($2.25) makes it a bargain relative to the

data it contains.
DoNar-o R. Pnecon

The Uni,aersity oJ Micltigan
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J. Bunncrn. John Wiley and Sons, Inc.,1964,THE PRECESSION METHOD. bv M
276 pages, $13.50.

This book is written in the same elegant language and received the same systematic
treatment readers have been accustomed to in the previous five books of Professor Buerger.
"The Precession Method" is a comprehensive book on both the theoretical and practical
aspects of the method identified in the title. rt is a book which can serve equally well as a
text in the class and as an extensive manual in the laboratory.

The author begins with a review of the historical background and the development of
the precession method and describes the principles and the geometry of the precession
camera through a discussion of the Laue cones. rn the following chapters he presents de-
tailed information on the practice of the precession photography, including the interpreta-
tion of the reciprocal-lattice photographs, the analysis and correction of common errors,
and the treatment of intensities for their use in crystal-structure determination. These
chapters, even more clearly than other portions of the book, are saturated by the reflection
of the author's experience.

The book offers comments and references on recent developments of the method and
gives the model of a future, equi-inclination precession camera. The reproduction of vari-
ous tables and charts augment the practical usefuiness of the book, and the extensive
bibliography provides sufficient references for additional but not frequently required
details on special applications of the method.

The general appearance of the book is very pleasant, undoubtedly due to the simple
but efficient style of illustrations and the neat work of the publisher. Unfortunately, the
price of the book is relatively high.

Success for "The Precession Method" can be safely predicted. The reviewer feels that
no active crystallographer can afiord not to have a copy on his bookshelves, in the section
of the most frequently used volumes.

Tmon Zorr,u
Unitersity of Minnesoto

KRISTALLY MINERALOV, CHAST, I: PLOSKOGRANNYE FORMY, by I. I.
SnernaNovsrrr. Izdatel'stvo Leningradskogo Universiteta, Leningrad. 1957,222 pp.,

l l r .2\k.  (about 91.25).

rf r had not had so much trouble with the language, this remarkable book would have
been reviewed long ago ! The author occupies the chair once filled by Fedorov at the Mining
rnstitute in Leningrad. u_nder the title "crystals of Minerals", he proposes to publish
several volumes. The firstrone is devoted to "Forms u'ith plane fucesi'. rt comprises four
chapters.

, After some introductory material, the crystal forms are derived and named according
to the Boldyrev terminology (rvhich is on its way to becoming international).1 Two inter-
secting physically similar faces constitute a d.ihedron,2 whether with symmetry 2 (formerly
"sphenoid"), or ru (formerly "dome"), or mm2 (which should have been called ,,dome-

sphenoid"!). The 230 space groups are tabulated, with lists of minerals known to crystal-
lize in each one of them (601 minerals are mentioned). Although there exist only 47 forms,
G. B' Bokii distinguishes 146 varieties by taking the symmetry of the form into account:
the dihedron splits into three varieties, the cube into five, and so on. All the varieties of
each form are tabulated, together with the point groups in which they occur, their Miller
symbols, the geometrical relations of a face to the symmetry elements, and the point

I See Donnay, J.D.H. and H. Curien (1958), Bull,. Soc.Jr M'in. Czlst.,8l, XLIV.
2 Boldyrev, A. K. (1936), Am Mineral 21, 731.
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group of the face. Under "Tetragonal tetrahedron" (formerly "disphenoid"),-for instance,

we read:
1. &-4
2. Dza-42m

Under 1, a Iace (hkt') is neither perpendicular nor parallel to any symmetry element, but it

lies at an angle to the inversion axis 4. (Under 2, it might have been useful to add the

second orientation,4m2, with Miller symbol /201.) Forms are further subdivided on the

basis of space-group symmetry. The pinacoid, which gave 21 varieties in 20 point groups

according to Bokii, splits into 211 varieties in 15.5 space groups according to Shafranovskii.

There are 1403 such structural varieties in all. The next step, in this very searching anal-

ysis, is to find out in how many structural varieties each of the 17 piane groups can occur

as face symmetry. The plane group of the face is listed for every form in every space group.

statistical morphological studies of actual crystalline minerals are reported. Edge forms,

for which the name Jrame has been suggested3 in English, are assemblages of all equivalent

edges. They are considered, under such terms as: monoglan't, digram, di,trigram, dihexa-

gram, etc. An isolated pentagon-dodecahedron (formerly "pyritohedron") shows two edge

forms. Edge forms split into varieties, just like face forms. As to the forms of all equivalent

vertices, they remain to be studied and enumerated. The first chapter ends with a brief

discussion of Mikheev's homology oJ crysto.l,s: pseudo-forms result from pseudo-symmetry.

Inmica, forexample, therhombicpr ism { f tO} andthepinacoid {1001 s imulateahex-

agonal prism.

Chapter 2 deals with the relationships between crystal forms and crystal structure.

Fedorov's work in this domain rests on the law of Bravais. Strangely enough the three

cubic modes, corresponding to the P, I, and F lattices, which Bravais called hexahedral,

dodecahedral, and octahedral modes, are here referred to as hexahedral, octahedral, and

dodecahedral "structures", respectively. This nomenclature presumably expresses the fact

that the reciprocal of I is F and conversely. The relations between morphology, Iattice,

space group, and structure are thoroughly discussed and illustrated (Bravais, Donnay-

Harker, P. Niggli, Mikheev, Shafranovskii, Perdok-Hartman, etc.). Chapter 3 treats of

the dependence of morphology on the conditions of crystallization. The results reported

are almost exclusively Russian, with the notable exception of Pierre Curie's basic principle

on the symmetry of physical phenomena. Few crystallographers in the West seem to pre-

occupy themselves with such questions. The last chapter contains remarks on the methods

of morphological investigation of crystals with plane faces. Future volumes will describe

crystals with curved faces and crystal aggregates.
This book dispenses much information that is not common knowledge in this country.

An English translation would be desirable.

J . D . H . D o N r e v
The Johns HoPkins UnitersitY

EINFUHRUNG IN DIE KRISTALLOGRAPHIE, by wrr.r, Krnrrn, seventh revised

and expanded edition. 418 pages, 361 figures, 50 tables, and 1 colored plate, 64X9*

inches, cloth bound. VEB Verlag Technik, Berlin, 1963. Price not given.

The first edition of this excellent treatment of crystallography from the modern view-

point was published in 1956 (reviewed, Am. MineraJ. 43r 788-9, 1958), and has been en-

thusiastically received, especially by scientists versed in the German language. The current

edition has been greatly enlarged by the addition of 106 pages, 45 figures, 6 tables and a

colored plate.

a Donnay, J. D. H. (1934), Proc. Natl. Acad. \ci.2O,327.

7 7 1

hkt, Lo llo t4 ct
hhl rm ll0 t4, 2(2), m c"
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The author discusses present day crystallography under four general divisions: 1) crl's-
tal structure and crystal morphology, 2) Physical chemical crystallography, 3) crystal
chemistry, and 4) crystal physics rn the earlier editions, phl.sical chemical crystallog-
raphy was not considered as a separate division.

The treatment is clear and the text is ivell illustrated. This seventh eclition is a notable
contribution to the literature of modern crystallographl'.

Eownno H. Kr<eus
The Unhersity oJ Micltigan

ERZKUNDE, by Har.rntr voN Pnrr.r.seonN. 247 pages, 2 illustrations, 6Xgf inches,
cloth bound Ferdinand Enke Verlag, Stuttgart, i964. price not given.

This is a compactr comprehensive, and authoritative treatment of ore minerals. The
description of the minerals, considered as ores by the author, includes a discussion of their
morphoiogy and their physical and chemical properties, as lr,ell as their genesis, recogni-
tion, geographical occurrences, and economic uses. rn addition, the application of mining
laws and the hygenic conditions involved in the exploitation of ore minerals are con-
sidered.

The author divides the ore minerals into 9 groups, as follows: 1) Ferric metallic ores,
2) Non-ferric metallic ores, 3) Light metallic ores, 4) precious metallic ores, 5) Lanthanum,
actinium, and radium ores, 6) Sulfur, selenium, and tellurium ores, 7) Alkaline earth
ores, 8) Alkaiine ores, and 9) Boron ores. Included in the text is a selected bibliography,
and two indexes: a) Mineral and b) Geographical.

Philipsborn's Erzkunde should prove to be very helpful to mineralogists, geologists,
and chemists, and also to all rvho are involved in the exploitation, processing, and uses of
ore minerals

Enwenn H. Kneus
The Unitersity of Michigan

DETERMINATION DES MINERAUX DES ROCHES AU MICROSCOPE POLAR-
ISANT, by Mancnr. Rounaulr r,.r,'ith the collaboration of J. Fabries, J. Touret and
A Weisbrod. Paris, Lamarre-Poinat, 1963,365 p., 5 plates, 210 figures and 5 tables.
Hard-bound, French Frs.: 45.

This handsome volume replaces, although *ith a difierent emphasis and a much lvider
scope, the little manual entitled L'emploid.u M)croscope Pol,arisant published in 1946 by
L6on Bertrand and Marcel Roubault. The latter, for a long time a very successful booklet
for undergraduates, has been of course outdated by more than twenty-five years of rapidly
developing techniques. The new book has been i,vritten for students as well as for profes-
sional geologists and engineers, in other rvords for all those who are required to identifl.
minerals with a petrographic microscope in pure and applied science.

The content is classical and modern at the same time The first part (95 pages) deals
rvith the fundamentals of crystallography, the optical phenomena used in the micro-
scopic study of thin sections, the description of the petrographic microscope, and the
determination of the optical properties of minerals. The second part (180 pages) is a stand-
ard description of the characters of major rock-forming minerals. The third part (30 pages),
dedicated to special techniques, contains an interesting and very useful summary of the
use of the universal stage and modal analysis.

The book has many outstanding qualities such as: numerous tables, plates and sketches
summarizing a great number of data for practical use; a rvell-balanced but not exhaustive
list of references at the end of each chapter for further research; adequate illustration
rvith photomicrographs of ercellent quality (most of them original); and last but nor
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least a very imaginative use of difierent type-setting giving the specific data of each mineral

in order of relative importance. This elaborate presentation (the result of a real research in

typography), combined with an excellent paper and a convenient format, makes the book a
very eficient working tool, by means of which the beginning student as well as the profes-

sional can find, at a glance, the information they require for their respective fields of inter-
est. Perfect typographical presentation for a volume of this kind should be stressed, be-

cause it is an essential condition which determines to a large extent its usefulness.
It is strange that French editors have not yet abandoned their deplorable custom of

printing non-removable advertising material (in this particular case 10 pages of it) at the

end of a hard-bound volume, in favor of an attractive dust jacket which may be discarded
after use. This is however a minor esthetical criticism of an otherwise efficient and attrac-
tive textbook

A. V. CmozzI
Unhersity of Illinois

PHYSICS AND CTIEMISTRY OF THE EARTH, Vol. 5, edited by L. H. AHr.nms,
FnaNr Pnrss, S. K. Ruxconx,1964. A Pergamon Press Book, The Macmillan Co.,

New York, 398 pp., $15.00.

Volume 5 of the series contains the following articles: 1) The significance of the chem-

ical bond for controlling the geochemical distribution of the elements, Part I, by L. H.

Ahrens, Department of Geochemistry, University of Cape Tollln, South Africa; 2) Recent

information of the earth's interior from studies of mantle waves and eigenvibrations, by

Bruce A. Bolt, Department of Applied Mathematics, University of Sydney, Australia

3) Geophysical studies of rift valleys, by R. W. Girdler, Department of Geology, Univer-

sity of Durham, Durham City, England; 4) Geomagnetic micropulsations, by J. A. Jacobs
and K. O. Westphal, Institute of Earth Sciences, University of British Columbia, Van-
couver, Canada; 5) Chemical thermodynamics in mineral studies, by Hans Ramberg,

Department of Geology, University of Chicago, Iilinois, U.S.A.; 6) The geochemistry of

the alkali metals, by Knut S. Heier and John A. S. Adams, Department of Geology, Rice

University, Houston, Texas, U.S.A.
Ahren's paper is an excellent discussion of the interrelation of bonding and geochem-

istry, including discussions of cationic forces and electronegativity, separation of lithophile
and chalcophile elements, and effect of varying degrees of covalency.

The article by Ramberg is devoted mainly to the use of heat of formation data com-

bined with heat capacity data and density to calculate equilibrium conditions for mineral

s)'stems.
In their summary of the geochemistry of the alkali elements, Heier and Adams discuss

their general chemistry, natural isotope fractionation, the radioactive nuclides Kao and

Rb87, abundance (cosmic, meteorites, tekites), a terrestrial distribution, (volcanic rocks,

spilites and keratophyres, plutonic rocks, pegmatites, rnetamorphic and metasomatic
rocks, hydrothermal waters, biosphere) and future problems.

ault

STUDIES IN ANALYTICAL GEOCHEMISTRY, Ed. by D. M. Snew. Roy. Soc.

Canada Spec. Publ. 6. Univ. Toronto Press, Toronto 5, Ont., Canada, 139 pp., 1963.

$6.9s.
This volume comprises a group of papers presented during a symposium on geochem-

istry that was part of the program of Section III of the annual meetings of the Royal So-

ciety of Canada on June 6, 1962, held at McMaster University, Hamilton, Ontario. The

papers included are:
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The use of trace-element geochemistry in solving geologic problems
Karl K. Turekian

Sulphur isotope geochemistry H. G. Thode

Ox1'gen isotope geochemistry: thermometry of metamorphic rocks
Robert N. Clayton

Some problems of the geochemistry of fluorine
X{ichael Fleischer and W. O. Robinson

-\pplication of quantitative methods in the geochemical study of granite massifs

Statistical inference in geochemistry

E. H. Timothy Whitten

Gerard V. Middleton

This is one of a growing list of books constructed of a series of independent articies that
deal with subjects that have varying degrees of affinity.

Such works have become especially fashionable ivithin the last decade and there is no
doubt that some offer an excellent means of presenting timely general or ,,review,, articles
that are not generally acceptable by the scientific journals for reasons of length or because
of their strongly recapitulative character. In some cases, however, the articles are not very
closely related in subject material and individual readers are interested in but one or two
articles in an unsorted deposit of topics. Peddling of these books thus constitutes a "tie-in"
sale, commonly expensive, in rn-hich the buyer obtains a modicum of useable information in
a majorit)' of intellectually uncut pages. I am happy to report that this little volume con-
tains a series of closely related papers, but other recent ones are not so circumscribed.

ewJt,

THE RARE EARTH ELEMENTS, by D N. Tnrranov, translated from the Russian by
Prasenjit Basu, translation edited by R. C. Vickery Pergamon Press Book, The Mac-
Millan Co., New York, 125 pp., 1964, g3 50.

Clearly the author has had but a soupgon of geochemistry and mineralogy, for he
doesn't include yttrium with the rare-earths (scandium also is excluded) The book is
intended for laymen, according to the Russian editor's forernord; certainly most of the
material it covers-history of discovery, classification, properties, geochemistry (8]
pages), separation and uses-can be found in a modern textbook of inorganic chemisrry ar
an intermediate level. So, if laymen read and understand chemistry textbooks at this
level, then this book achieves its intention. I personally fail to see why it should have
deserved translation rvhen so many fine (and original) Russian works on the rare earths
remain untranslated. See, for example, the monograph by E. I. Semenov entitled "Miner-
alogy of the Rare Earths" (in Russian, N{oscow, 1963,412 pp.).

euh

PROGRESS IN THE SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY OF THE RARE EARTHS.
Vol. 1, edited by LnRov ErrntNc. A Pergamon Press Book, The MacMillan Co., Nerv
York,  532 pp. ,  1964, 917.50.

Perhaps the right hand doesn't know what the left hand is doing I Why, with this book
in hand, Pergamon Press should have published the translation of Trifanov (see previous
review) is difficult to understand. The list of papers and their authors are as follows: 1) As-
pects of the geochemistry of the rare earth, L H. Ahrens; 2) Mass extraction and sepa-
ration, K J. Brill; 3) The separation of rare earths by ion exchange, Jack E. Powell;
4) LiquidJiquid extraction of the rare earths, Boyd Weaver; 5) Fractionation of rare
earths by liquidJiquid extraction using phosphorus-based extractants, D. I'. Peppard;
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6) Solution chemistry, P. Krumholz; 7) Recent Soviet research on the chemistry of rare

earth complexes, D. I. Ryabchikov and E. A. Trentyeva; 8) Kristallchemie der Oxide

der seltenen Erden, G. Brauer; 9) Phase equilibria studies in mixed systems of rare earth

and other oxides, R. S. Roth; 10) Crystal chemistryof rareearth sesquioxides, aluminates

and silicates, Israel Warshaw and Rustum Roy; 11) Structural and physical properties of

alloys and intermetallic compounds, Karl A. Gschneidner, Jr.; 12) Composds min6raux et

organiques, F. Gaume-Mahn; 13) Thermodynamic and magnetic properties of the rare

earth chalcogenides, Edgar I'. Westrum, Jr.; 14) La chimie analytique des terres rares,

Jean Loriers; 15) Soviet research on analytical chemistry of the rare earths, D. I. Ryabchi

kov and V. A. Ryabukhin; 16) Uses and applications, Richard M. Mandle and H. H'

Mandle.
Of particular interest to readers of this journal will be numbers 1, 8 and 10. Ahrens'

excellent and concise summary discusses origin and abundance, abundance patterns in

chondrites, controls of geochemical behavior, abundance distribution in rocks, and a com-

parison of the coherence of the group with other groups of elements.
ewh

A REVIEW OF THE NATURAL RESOURCES OF THE AFRICAN CONTINENT,

by UNESCO. International Documents Service, Columbia University Press, 2960

Broadway, New York 27, New York, 437 pp., 1963, $15.00.

For the geologist this book is a grave and unexpected disappointment, for less than one

half of one page deals with the mineral resources of the African continent, and this merely

discusses the map of the rear pocket. This map (1:10,000,000) gives no political boundaries,

but a modicum of locality names, and is merely a sprinkling of mineral and element sym-

bols (natural gas is given but not petroleum). For what purpose it may be employed is

beyond the imagination of this reviewer. Other sections d.o contain some valuable informa-

tion, but it is merely of the "Who-has-been-doing-whatJately" type of reporting instead

of a summary or a synopsis of the results themselves. Chapter 1 is a discussion of the state

of topographic mapping of Africa (it's spotty), and a map inventory. Chapter 2, on the

geology, applied geology and geophysics, discusses the geolclgical surveys' the state of min-

eral investigation (it's good), geological publications, research organizations and maps.

Chapter 3, by the Russian Professor G. P. Gorshkov, is entitled "The seismicity of Africa,"

and is informative. So is Chapter 5 on African hydrology. Other chapters deal with soils,

climate, meteorology, flora and fauna. Appendix II, a list of "member States, international

organizations, governmental and private organizations and experts consulted by the

UNESCO Secretariat," stretches to 25 pages.

If you want information on the mineral resources of Africa this is not the book to

consult.
euh

ECONOMIC MINERALS OF TAIWAN, by C. S. Ho eNn Cnnq-Naw Lnn. Geological

Survey of Taiwan, Taipei, China, 495 pp., 6 maps (plates) in rear pocket, 32 fi'gs., 127

tables. Price not stated.

This is a completely rewritten version of Ho's 1953 summary and is divided into two

parts. The first summarizes information on the geology and geomorphology of the island

(60 pp.); the second is a detailed account of its mineral resources Herein are described:

coal, petroleum, natural gas, gold and silver, iron and titanium, manganese, nickel, copper,

mercury, minerals of the ceramic, glass and refractory industries, building materials,

fertilizer minerals, sulfur, asbestos, talc, mica, alunite, graphite, salt, radioactive minerals

(in placers and pegmatites), ornamental stone, ground water and hot springs. Where perti-
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nent, each is described under such topics as geology, individual deposits, grade and com-
position production, mining and treatment. Location maps are numerous. References in
Chinese and Japanese are also given in English.

This is clearll' a first-class piece of 'r,vork, complete, accurate and informative and repre-
sents an authoritative and indispensable reference.

ezt'Jt

ROCKS AND MINERALS OF CALIFORNIA, by VrNsoN Bnou.N aNn Devn Ar.r..lx
2nd rev. ed , Naturegraph Co , Healdsburg, California, 120 pp. 8 color plates of min-
erals and rocks, 102 figs., 51 maps, 1964, g2.95 (paper bound), $4.50 (cloth bound)
This volume is designed for rockhounds; it makes no pretense of competing with Bulle-

tin 173 of the California Division of Mines-"Minerals of California " Its chief departures
from other similar collectors' guides lies in the color plates u.hich are bright, fuzzy ancl
largely non-diagnostic, and in its outline maps shorving locations of mineral localities (b1'
mineral species) on a scale of 1 inch equals 9 miles For the professional mineralogist the
cost of the rvork far outweishs its value

et,l't

GEOLOGY OF JAPAN, edited by Fuvvlr Tlxar, Tarsuno \,I.rrsrruoro, eNo Ryuzo
Tonrveul. University of California Press, Berkeley and Los;\ngeles, xt279 pp., 30
figures, 14 charts, 1963. (Price not given.)

This book reviews and summarizes recent work on the stratigraph),, structure, and
tectonic history of Japan. An introductory chapter on the general geology of Japan is fol-
lowed, systematically, by chapters devoted to each period from the Silurian through the
Late cenozoic. No pre-silurian rocks have been positively identified in Japan. with some
variation, each chapter begins with a brief summary and then revielvs where pertinent, the
details of stratigraphy, sedimentation, paleogeography, tectonic movements, and fossil
faunas and floras. Thus the book provides an excellent summary of the geology and geo-
logic history of Japan, but little specific reference is made in the first ten chapters to the
mineralogl' of the deposits under discussion

Chapter 11, however, entitled ',Pre Tertiary Igneous Activity, Nletamorphism and
Metallogenesis," may be of more specilic interest to mineralogists. The topics indicated
under this chapter heading are treated geographically, consideration being given to the
rnner Zone of southwest Japan, the outer Zone of south*.est Japan, ages of metamor-
phisms and igneous activities of southwest Japan, and northeast Japan. of special inter-
est here, are summaries of the geology and mineralogy of the Kamioka mining district
(pyrometasomatic lead-zinc); the Yanahara mine (pyrite ore); the Besshi mine, one of the
largest copper mines ofJapan, and the Taro mine (sphalerite and galena). Another section
of interest to mineralogists is one devoted to absolute age determinations on minerals from
the Hida gneiss, the Ryoke granitic rocks, micas from the Besshi district, minerals from
certain younger granites, and minerals from pegmatites in the Abukuma plateau.

A "Glossarv of Geotectonic Terms of Japan,,and a ,,List of Fossil Subgenera, Genera
and Higher Taxa proposed through Japanese Publications" r'il l be useful references for
specialists. An extensive list of "selected References,' completes the volume.

JorN A. Don-n, Jn.
The Unit;ercity of Michigon

THESE FRAGILE, OUTPOSTS: A GEOLOGICAL LOOK AT CAPE COD, \,{AR-
THA'S VINEYARD, AND NANTUCKET, by BAnn.q.n.\ Breu CuaMsrnlarx.
Doubleday & Co., Inc., Nerv York, 1964, xxiif328 pp., $6.95.
This book on the geology and geologic history of cape cod and the offshore islands of
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Martha's vineyard and Nantucket is written in a style particularly suitable for the lay-
man. The geology presented is both quite sound and up to date.

The author makes no claim that the book is strong on mineralogy; however, included

try, which supported the colonies in the Revolutionary war and later supported the
Americans in the War oI 1812.

Doxalo F. Escrruex
The Unhersity of Michi.gan

Paul D. Krynine, professor of petrology and sedimentation,
The Pennsylvania State University, died September 72, 1964, at
Bufialo, N. Y., at the age of 63.
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